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Our review aims to provide
information about radiation and
risk–benefit ratio for diagnostic 
ing on paediatric CT, the gene
apply more broadly to any requ
radiation exposure.
• The system of radiation protection assumes a linear 
dose–response relationship with no threshold for low 
doses and dose rate exposures. This is based on 
epidemiological evidence at higher doses.

• Hence there is a small theoretical risk of carcinogenesis 
attributable to low doses of ionising radiation. This risk is 
associated with any diagnostic imaging procedure 
involving radiation.

• Radiosensitivity declines with age, so children are more 
susceptible to radiation risks than adults. Females are 
more radiosensitive than males.

• The radiation protection system is based on the 
assumption that radiation risk is cumulative over a 
lifetime.

• For an individual, a justified, optimised computed 
tomography (CT) scan will result in more benefit than 
harm. A doctor must justify the necessity for a CT scan 
before referring an individual for imaging.

Summary
n 
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tra

ography (C
A
 adolescent female patient presents with acute

er back pain of recent onset and no history of
uma. Is it warranted to order a computed tom-
T) scan of her lumbar spine? The justification

for a CT scan at the individual level is complex and the
risk–benefit ratio must be considered; the risks associated
with radiation are often not well understood and, similarly,
the benefit for an individual may be difficult to determine.

Adverse outcomes of CT scans (in addition to radiation-
induced cancer) may include false-positive scan results,
unnecessary treatment due to overdiagnosis, and anxiety
for the patient or their family. Benefits can be significant and
include diagnosis, treatment, changes to management, and
disease surveillance. Even a null finding on a CT scan may
provide emotional relief and exclude conditions requiring
treatment. Furthermore, as the Royal Australian and New
Zealand College of Radiologists (RANZCR) states: “the
risks involved in failing to have a needed medical imaging
test include potential missed diagnosis and delayed, inap-
propriate or lack of necessary treatment”.1

At a population level, the risk–benefit ratio may be more
readily assessed. For example, there is justification for
mammographic screening of women in target age groups,
based on the net reduction in breast cancer mortality.2,3

Conversely, the benefits of full-body CT scanning in
healthy adults are not established.4 In Australia, RANZCR
does not support the use of diagnostic imaging for screen-
ing of asymptomatic patients, except “where there is an
evidence-base to support the screening program”.5

National professional bodies provide justification at this
higher level, but when considering the individual patient,
it is the doctor who makes the risk–benefit analysis.

In years to come, the overuse of higher dose imaging
modalities such as CT may lead to an unreasonable popula-
tion health burden from radiation-induced cancers. It is
essential that medically indicated CT scans are performed
when the potential detrimental impact on management
and diagnosis of not performing the scan outweighs any
small theoretical radiation risk.1,6,7 However, it is also
important not to discount the potential radiation risks,
particularly cumulative effects.7,8 These are more significant
for the younger population, for whom the risks are higher
and there is more opportunity for repeated imaging.

 referrers with additional
 risk when considering the
imaging. Although focus-
ral principles and content
est for imaging involving

Radiation and risk

The exposure risk from diagnostic medical imaging is
small. However, it is assumed that this risk is cumulative

over a lifetime, as the mechanisms for adaptive cellular
responses to low doses of radiation remain unclear.9-11

There are considerable uncertainties in estimating radi-
ation risk at low doses, and this leads to a range of
interpretations about risk, as shown by recent commentary
in this Journal on the use of CT.6-8,12

There is irrefutable evidence from epidemiological stud-
ies that ionising radiation exposure at high doses is associ-
ated with an increase in cancer incidence and morbidity.13

However, quantifying the risk of a low dose (the dose from
a single CT scan is below 100 mSv) is complex and conten-
tious. Studies of populations exposed to these low doses
are inherently difficult to collate, due to the need for
sufficient sample sizes and extensive follow-up to account
for radiation-induced cancer latency.9,10,14 It is extremely
difficult to observe the weak carcinogenic effects of radi-
ation above the high natural incidence of cancer with any
statistical significance and, consequently, the risks at very
low levels of exposure may never be precisely known.10,14

Despite these limitations, observational epidemiological
studies largely remain the basis for radiation risk modelling.

The most important epidemiological study is the Japan–
United States cooperative Life Span Study (LSS) of Japa-
nese atomic bomb survivors, because of the large exposed
cohort, including men, women and children, and the
extensive long-term follow-up that has been undertaken.13

The most widely accepted model of low-dose risk estima-
tion using current scientific evidence is based predomi-
nantly (but not solely) on LSS data, with a linear
extrapolation of the risks at high doses with no thresh-
old.9,11,15Arguments against using this model continue,16

and there is some evidence of protective effects from low
doses of radiation, or a hormetic response, but these are
yet to be confirmed through epidemiological studies.17
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Furthermore, there is no observable increase in cancer
incidence in areas of high background radiation such as
Kerala, India.18

The first epidemiological link between cancer risk and
low doses of radiation from CT scans performed on chil-
dren and young adults has been published very recently.
These data strongly support a linear dose–response model
and no threshold in the low dose region. The risks are
broadly consistent with those recommended in the inter-
national system of radiation protection.9,11 Despite the lack
of extensive epidemiological evidence, the linear no-
threshold (LNT) model remains the most reasonable
assumption regarding the dose–response relationship at
low levels.9

A framework for estimating the theoretical lifetime
attributable risk (LAR) due to low radiation exposures is
provided in the Biological Effects of Ionising Radiation
(BEIR) VII report.11 The risk estimation predominantly
relies on LSS data, although other medically exposed
cohorts were also taken into account for assessment of
breast and thyroid cancer development. Considerable
uncertainties exist in the BEIR VII methodology, due to
extrapolation of LSS data to low total dose and low dose
rate exposure situations, transporting the risks from the
Japanese population to other ethnicities, and sampling
variability in the model parameter estimates for the LSS
data. However, the age, sex and site-dependent LARs are
the best method currently available for estimating the
detriment from exposure situations in which doses differ
substantially across the body, as is the case for medical
imaging exposures.

In the BEIR VII report, rates for all radiation-attributable
cancer incidence are about twice the rates for mortality.11

Risk is dependent on sex and the age at which exposure
occurred (Box 1). Children are considerably more suscepti-
ble to radiation than adults because their cells are more
rapidly dividing and not yet mature, and they have more
years of remaining lifetime in which a radiation-induced
cancer may appear. For example, the risk of radiation-
induced fatal cancer from the same magnitude of exposure

for a 10-year-old girl is double the risk for a 30-year-old
woman, and more than five times the risk for an 80-year-
old woman. However, a recent study20 suggests that the
risks in middle age may have been underestimated, and
this may warrant consideration in the future.

Defining what is acceptable in terms of risk will always
be challenging. Human nature tends towards overreaction
when presented with a small risk, while larger risks, such as
dying from lung cancer due to smoking, are often down-
played.21 It is complex to justify imaging, because it poten-
tially provides immediate benefit for a current health prob-
lem, while the radiation effects are possible future risks.

Paediatric CT

In countries with advanced health care systems, the
number of diagnostic examinations performed each year
that use ionising radiation is greater than one per per-
son.22 In Australia, the number of CT examinations is
increasing by about 9% every year (Box 2), and while not
showing the same rate of growth, the CT imaging rate for
children is also increasing.23 The first decrease in CT
imaging in more than 15 years occurred in 2010. This is
promising, but cannot yet be confirmed as an ongoing
trend. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) demonstrates
continued growth over recent years (Box 2). The increase in
CT use can be partly attributed to advances in technology
which allow faster scanning times, and hence greater
feasibility of using CT for scans on uncooperative, young
and/or sick patients.

In 2001, a series of articles24-26 generated considerable
media coverage in the US about the risks to children from
CT scanning. An important realisation then was that CT
protocols for adults were sometimes being used on chil-
dren, with no appreciable adjustment of parameters based
on the examination type or patient age.24

As a result of an increased focus on paediatric CT, an
Alliance for Radiation Safety in Pediatric Imaging was

1 Age- and sex-dependent cancer incidence and mortality risks attributable to 
radiation exposure for all solid cancers and leukaemia11
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formed in 2007,27 with RANZCR subsequently becoming a
member.1 The key recommendations of the Alliance,
through their Image Gently campaign, are to scan only
when necessary; reduce or “child-size” the amount of
radiation used; scan only the indicated region; and scan
once (multiphase scanning is usually not necessary in
children).27,28 These points capture the basis for dose
reduction in paediatric CT and the radiation protection
principles of optimisation and justification. The referrer
can influence the process of optimisation, although it is
predominantly the responsibility of the practice undertak-
ing the examination and involves a multidisciplinary team
of radiologists, radiographers and physicists. The initial
justification for the scan is the responsibility of the referrer.

Justifying the scan

A CT examination for an individual child is justified if there
is a reasonable likelihood that it will produce a health
benefit or inform patient management. Otherwise, the
child only receives the potential detrimental radiation
effects. The population obtains an advantage when the
summed positive health benefits from those whose man-
agement is positively influenced by the imaging are greater
than the summed detrimental effects. The population also
benefits from the ability of diagnostic imaging to identify
who may need health intervention, and therefore allow
appropriate allocation of health resources. The net positive
effects of the CT examination will be greater when the
referring doctor applies the principle of justification to
ensure unnecessary studies are not performed.9,29 Further
net population benefit will be achieved when the studies
performed are limited to the required body region and
optimised for image quality and dose.

The principle of justification applied to medical radiation
exposure situations requires the referring doctor (and radi-
ologist) to weigh the potential benefits of the procedure
against the risks of radiation detriment to ensure that there
is a net population benefit.9,28 The doctor should consider
the objective of the exposure and the individual involved.
Prior imaging for the individual should be checked to see if
the required diagnostic information has already been
acquired. Alternative procedures that do not involve ionis-
ing radiation, such as MRI or ultrasound, should also be
considered, especially for follow-up imaging.

There are numerous reasons why unnecessary scans may
be undertaken, including defensive medicine (fear of litiga-
tion from not performing a CT scan); pressure from the
public to use “high-tech” examinations; greater availability

and access to CT compared with non-ionising radiation
modalities; and, in some cases, there is financial incentive to
perform more CT scans.30,31 The Professional Services
Review in Australia recently reported that CT scans were
being initiated without appropriate clinical justification.32

The report suggested that lack of knowledge about particu-
lar imaging modalities and using imaging instead of ade-
quate clinical assessment (due to time pressure) may also
contribute to inappropriate CT usage.32

The International Commission on Radiological Protec-
tion (ICRP) states that justification is the shared responsi-
bility of the requesting clinician and the radiologist.29 If
opportunities are not used to educate referring doctors
about inappropriate requests, then this lack of knowledge
may also contribute to the growth in CT use.31 The referral
process may be supported by clinical decision rules and
online decision-making tools such as Diagnostic Imaging
Pathways, developed and maintained by the Western Aus-
tralian Department of Health (http://www.imagingpath-
ways.health.wa.gov.au). RANZCR have also established
InsideRadiology, a consumer and referrer information
database on medical imaging to encourage informed
choice (http://www.insideradiology.com.au).8

It has been suggested that informed consent be obtained
for children and young adults undergoing CT examina-
tions.12 Other authors comment on the difficulty of obtain-
ing consent, because the radiation risk is age dependent
and cumulative,33 or because of the possibility of a parent
refusing a justified CT scan.34 One study surveyed parents
of children undergoing CT scans, before and after provid-
ing a brochure on radiation safety, and found that the rates
of consent to CT scans did not change.35 Informed decision
making and support resources may be a viable alternative
to informed consent.33 Box 3 provides typical effective
doses for paediatric CT examinations with the number of
equivalent chest radiographs given as a radiation dose
comparator. While it may be desirable to quote a “1-in-x”
risk for each type of examination, these types of estimates
are not applicable to effective doses. Risk can only be
determined from organ-absorbed doses using risk coeffi-
cients specific to anatomy, age and sex.

Box 4 summarises points that a doctor should consider
when requesting a CT scan.

Conclusions

The system of radiation protection is based on the extrapo-
lation of radiation exposure risks at higher doses to the
lower doses that are typical of CT imaging, which means
that even low doses of ionising radiation are potentially
harmful, particularly for children. It will require large-scale,
long-term epidemiological studies of CT scan recipients to
quantify the risk. The first of many epidemiological
studies19 has appeared and supports the assumptions
regarding risk, which are used as the basis of radiation
protection.

In the past decade, recognition of the potential radiation
risks combined with the high use of CT imaging has led to
greater awareness of population health risks. These risks
can be reduced through education to avoid unnecessary

3 Typical effective radiation doses, in mSv, for CT 
examinations at the Royal Children’s Hospital Melbourne 

Examination

Age group Brain CT Chest CT Abdominal/pelvic CT 

< 5 years 1.5 (75)* 2.1 (105)* 3.3 (165)*

5–10 years 1.4 (70)* 5.4 (270)* 6.3 (315)*

> 10 years 1.0 (50)* 6.7 (335)* 4.7 (235)*

CT = computed tomography. * Equivalent number of posterior–anterior 
chest x-rays for an adult at 0.02 mSv doses. ◆
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imaging and by ensuring that CT scans are performed with
an optimal technique.

Returning to the question about justification of a lumbar
spine CT scan for a young female patient with acute lower
back pain: if there are no red flags, then conservative
management should be trialled first.31,32 Exposure risks
associated with diagnostic medical imaging using ionising
radiation are unavoidable, but these risks can be appropri-
ately managed and reduced.
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4 Points for consideration when a doctor requests a 
computed tomography scan

There are several factors that referring doctors should consider 
when requesting a computed tomography (CT) scan, 
particularly for children and young adults:

• Is the scan really needed?
• Will it change management and/or diagnosis, taking into 

account the severity of the condition?
• Is there previous appropriate imaging available?
• Can the same information be obtained without using 

ionising radiation (eg, magnetic resonance imaging or 
ultrasound), particularly for follow-up imaging?

• Has information from a clinical decision-support tool, (eg, 
Diagnostic Imaging Pathways) been considered?

• Is enough clinical information provided to ensure the correct 
examination is undertaken?

Questions to ask the practice carrying out the imaging:

• Do you have an active optimisation program for radiation 
dose and image quality?

• Do you have local diagnostic reference levels for CT 
examinations?*

• Are the radiation doses from medical imaging kept as low as 
reasonably achievable (the ALARA principle) and are 
protocols modified for follow-up imaging?

• Are technique factors tailored to paediatric patients?

* Australian national diagnostic reference levels are available for adult 
CT scans at http://www.arpansa.gov.au/services/ndrl/adult.cfm ◆
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